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Background
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• In cybersecurity, Machine learning (ML) has been applied to many systems 

such as malware detection

• ML performance degrades when statistical characteristics of data change 

over time        concept drift

• ML models need updates to improve the performance

 update: add new data to the training dataset and re-train the model

• After updates, the new model needs to be validated

 accuracy

 the area under the curve (AUC)

 …



Research Purpose
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• Common validation methods only calculate accuracy or AUC scores of 

ML models

 why performance improved ?

 what changes in the update affect performance?

Obtain detailed information to understand the model updates

➢ What causes the performance changes

➢ Whether there are slight changes not showing in the accuracy and 

AUC scores



Related Works
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⚫ Importance values are typically used to explain ML models

 Permutation importance, Local Interpretable Model agnostic Explanations 

(LIME), etc.

➢ Inconsistency: When the model has changed and a feature has higher 

impact on the model, the importance of that feature can actually be lower.

• Inconsistency make comparison between different models meaningless

 Only comparison between different features in the same model is meaningful

⚫ A consistent feature attribution method is necessary

➢ Shapley additive explanations (SHAP)



SHAP
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⚫ Shapley additive explanations (SHAP) is a consistent feature attribution 

method

⚫ SHAP explains the output as a sum of the effects of each feature

(M: feature number, 𝜑𝑖: feature attribution value, 𝑧𝑖: binary variable to represent a feature 

being observed or unknown)

𝑔 𝑧 = 𝜑0+
𝑖=1

𝑀

𝜑𝑖𝑧𝑖

⚫ Consistency enables comparison of attribution values across models



SHAP Values Change
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⚫ We can explain the performance changes by measuring the feature 

contribution (SHAP values) changes

⚫ For a sample 𝒙, we denote each feature SHAP value as 𝒗𝟏𝒙𝒊 or 𝒗𝟐𝒙𝒊

𝑖

𝑣1𝑥1

… …

𝑖

… …

𝑣1𝑥2

𝑣1𝑥3

𝑣1𝑥𝑖

𝑣2𝑥1

𝑣2𝑥2

𝑣2𝑥3

𝑣2𝑥𝑖

greatly increase

greatly decrease

greatly decrease

no significant change 



Proposed Method
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⚫ Since SHAP is a consistent attribution method, we use SHAP values to 

measure the attribution changes over model updates

⚫ Proposed method

• By identifying the features and sample number, we can analyze what 

changes affect the performance during updates

Model A

Model B

update

SHAP values of A

SHAP values of B

Increasing

Rate

features with high 

increasing rates

samples containing 

those features



Increasing Rate
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⚫ The SHAP values of a sample 𝒙 is:

𝑣𝒙 = 𝑣𝑥1, 𝑣𝑥2 , 𝑣𝑥3 ,… , 𝑣𝑥𝑖,…

⚫ Define increasing rate of feature i in sample x:

𝐼𝑥𝑖 =
𝑣2𝑥𝑖 − 𝑣1𝑥𝑖 + 𝑐1

min 𝑣1𝑥𝑖 , 𝑣2𝑥𝑖 + 𝑐2
,

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑐2 > 0, 𝑐1 = ൝
𝑐2, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑣2𝑥𝑖 − 𝑣1𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0,

−𝑐2, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑣2𝑥𝑖 − 𝑣1𝑥𝑖 < 0.

(𝑐1 , 𝑐2: constant terms to make the 𝐼𝑥𝑖 small when both SHAP values are close to zero)

⚫ The increasing rate of a sample 𝒙 is:

𝐼𝒙 = 𝐼𝑥1 , 𝐼𝑥2 , 𝐼𝑥3 ,… , 𝐼𝑥𝑖 ,…



Samples Number
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⚫ We select samples whose feature attributions have significantly changed 

using threshold pair: 𝒌𝟏, 𝒌𝟐

 If  𝐼𝑥𝑖 ≥ 𝒌𝟏, the feature’s increasing rate is denoted as high

 If the number of 𝐼𝑥𝑖 ≥ 𝑘1 in sample 𝒙 is larger than 𝒌𝟐, 𝒙 is selected

Features Samples

Sample 

Number

𝐼𝑥𝑖 ≥ 𝑘1
𝐼𝑥𝑖 < −𝑘1

𝑁+
𝑁−

contained

We use the number of samples whose feature 

contributions have significant changes to 

analyze the model updates

Feature attribution 

Feature attribution 



Experiments
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We use Android applications to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 

method. 

Setup

Preliminary 

Experiment

Experiment

Best thresholds

Results & Analysis

Data collection, Feature extraction, model construction, 
…

Try different threshold pairs and choose the best one

Use chosen thresholds to select features and count 
sample number



Experimental Setup
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⚫ Dataset

 Android application files: AndroZoo*

 9 dataset with different size

(containing 10% malicious samples) 

⚫ Features: Drebin*

 extracted from the manifest and the 

disassembled dex code

 embedded into an N-dimensional vector 

space

*AndroZoo: Allix, K, etc.: Androzoo: Collecting millions of android apps for the research community.(2016)
*Drebin: Arp, D., etc.: Drebin: Effective and explainable detection of android malware in your pocket.(2014)

⚫ Classification Models: Random Forest

 use grid search and cross-validation to choose hyperparameters



Preliminary Experiment
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⚫ Different threshold pairs and their corresponding sample numbers selected 

by the proposed method:

• We choose (3,1) to conduct the experiment

The sample number was counted by 𝐼𝑥𝑖 ≥ 𝑘1 and 𝐼𝑥𝑖 < −𝑘1 respectively and noted in malicious/benign 



Baseline
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⚫ We use ROC curves and AUC 

scores as the baseline to evaluate 

whether the proposed method can 

provide more information

⚫ The extent of improvement in 

AUC is decreasing as the update 

going on



Experimental Results
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⚫ The improvement by adding data decreased as dataset growing and 

became small after Model 4&5        similar to the baseline

⚫ The proposed method can explain how new data affected performance 

change       the improvement was mainly caused by adding malicious data             

more likely to be 

detected as 

malicious (caused 

by adding 

malicious data)

more likely to be 

detected as 

benign (caused 

by adding benign 

data)



Feature Details
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⚫ The proposed method can identify features that contribute to the 

performance improvement by updates



Case Study
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➢ The ratio of negative increasing rates is large between models 6 and 7

⚫ 24 of the 25 samples contain both 

or one of the following features:

 android.permission.vibrate

 android.permission: write 

external storage

⚫ these features are associated with 

the “fakeapp” family

• 4 of the 6 samples contain the 

following features:

 com.stub.plugin.stub03

 com.stub.plugin.stub02

 com.stub.plugin.stub01

⚫ these features are associated with 

the “jiagu” family



Case Study: Malware Family
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➢ Specifically draw the ROC for  “jiagu” and “fakeapp” family

⚫ Performance on “jiagu” has improved        not shown in AUC scores

⚫ “fakeapp” has no negative effect on classification performance

ROC of  “jiagu” ROC of  “fakeapp”



Conclusion
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• The causes of performance changes by model updates can be identified 

with the proposed method

 how much improvement the update has achieved

 whether the changes are caused by the malicious or benign data

 what prediction (positive or negative) the updated model tend to make

• The proposed method can analyze the effects to updates of adding 

malicious and benign samples respectively

• The proposed method can distinguish slight changes for a particular 

malware family



Discussion
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⚫ Application

 malicious website detection

 malware family classification

⚫ Future works

 experiments on other ML models and datasets

 analysis about data sufficiency

 better solution for best choosing threshold pair 



Update with Biased Data
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⚫ Dataset

 Unbias: use random date from all 

time averagely

 Time: only use the latest data

 Family: only use malware from 

major families

 Antivirus: only use malware that can 

be detected by most antivirus 

software

ROC curves

⚫ Identify features by the average impact of SHAP values changes

( I is the increasing rate, S is the size of the dataset, and k is the threshold)

σ𝐼≥𝑘 𝐼

𝑆



Experimental Results
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⚫ The ROCs of “unbias” and “time” are 

better than others and the features are 

similar

⚫ The ROC of “family” has fell and the 

identified features are all related to 

“com.qihoo.util”.

⚫ The result of  “antivirus” is different 

from others

videoview.setvideopath 1.59
videoview.stopplayback 0.99
videoview.pause 0.88
videoview.start 0.72

Unbias

videoview.setvideopath 1.27
videoview.pause 1.22
videoview.start 1.1
videoview.stopplayback 1.06

Time

com.qihoo.util.commonactivity 1.0
com.qihoo.util.updateservice 0.74
com.qihoo.util.commonprovider 0.73
com.qihoo.util.commonservice 0.69

Family

permission.get accounts                          0.93
permission.read sms 0.74
permission.write sms 0.53

Antivirus



Update with Biased Data
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⚫ Dataset

 Biased in malware family: only use malware from major families

⚫ Identify important features by the average impact of SHAP values 

changes: 
σ𝐼≥𝑘 𝐼

𝑆

( I is the increasing rate, S is the size of the dataset, and k is the threshold)

⚫ The identified features are all related to “com.qihoo.util”, caused by 

the bias of dataset.

com.qihoo.util.commonactivity 1.0
com.qihoo.util.updateservice 0.74
com.qihoo.util.commonprovider 0.73
com.qihoo.util.commonservice 0.69

Family


